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female mice received a single injection of FCA,

along with four injections of GFP-expressing

CByB6F1spleen cells (5 � 105 per injection,

administered over 2 weeks). Included was a

control group of 12-week-old prediabetic NOD

female mice that received a single injection

of FCA alone. In both cases, all mice were

protected from diabetes (fig. S4) (7). More-

over, intact islets, some with evidence of insulitis,

were present in both groups of protected mice.

However, we failed to detect GFPþ cells by

immunohistochemistry or Western blot analyses

(Fig. 2B). In addition, spleen cells from GFP-

treated mice retained the capacity to transfer

diabetes into third-party NOD.scid recipients

(fig. S5) (7).

In our experiments, no evidence of re-

placement of islets by the allogeneic spleen

cells was observed. Moreover, immunologi-

cal reaction to the injected cells was seen, as

would be anticipated. Finally, the presence of

diabetogenic T cells, albeit in a quiescent

state, indicated that the abnormal autoim-

mune process persisted in these treated mice.

It is likely that the normoglycemia observed

in the four mice from the original protocol

resulted from a few b cells that had survived

the initial T cell attack and subsequently

expanded to maintain blood glucose levels.

Potentially, these could derive from precursor

cells found in ducts or from surviving pre-

existing b cells, which is consistent with a

similar conclusion found in two recent studies

(11, 12). We also examined the pancreas of 14

diabetic mice maintained on insulin for 2 to 3

weeks, that is, under the same initial situation

as the mice in the original protocol. We ob-

served in this experiment a large variation in

the number of surviving islets and b cells, with

3 of the 14 mice examined containing about 6%

of the normal content of b cells and the rest

having less (fig. S6A) (7). Most of the islets

were abundant in glucagon-positive cells,

although some cells were PDX-1 positive

but negative for insulin (fig. S6B) (7). Thus,

even in the presence of marked hyper-

glycemia, an indication of advanced diabetes,

some b cells can survive for at least a period

of time. It is possible that, as their insulin

content decreases, the surviving b cells be-

come less susceptible to attack by the insulin-

specific T cells that dominate the immunolog-

ical reaction (13–15). It is noteworthy that at

the time of the first reading of hyperglycemia,

the number of b cells was decreased by 71%

in five mice examined. Between the time of

the first evidence of hyperglycemia and the

time the protocol was started Ethat is, 7 to 20

days (2, 3)^, there was a precipitous drop in

islet b cell numbers. Along these lines, other

studies demonstrated the successful reversion

of disease with antibodies to CD3 or CD4

molecules, but only in newly diabetic NOD

mice (16, 17). In sum, the present findings in

the 20% of mice displaying restored islet

function when there is immunological regu-

lation indicate that some b cells survived

immunologic attack. Finding means of pre-

serving these cells and stimulating their

expansion could represent an exciting new

approach to the prevention and treatment of

T1DM.
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Synergistic Antitumor Effects of
Immune Cell-Viral Biotherapy
Steve H. Thorne,1 Robert S. Negrin,2 Christopher H. Contag1*

Targeted biological therapies hold tremendous potential for treatment of cancer, yet their
use has been limited by constraints on delivery and effective tumor targeting. We combined
an immune effector cell population [cytokine-induced killer (CIK) cells] with an oncolytic viral
therapy to achieve directed delivery to, and regression of, tumors in both immunodeficient
and immunocompetent mouse models. Preinfection of CIK cells with modified vaccinia virus
resulted in a prolonged eclipse phase with the virus remaining hidden until interaction with
the tumor. Whole-body imaging revealed that the cells retained their ability to traffic to
and to infiltrate the tumor effectively before releasing the virus. These results illustrate
the potential of combining biotherapeutics for synergistic effects that more effectively
treat cancer.

A
variety of immune cell–based cancer

therapies have been proposed, many

of which rely on the identification of

tumor-associated antigens that are often weak-

ly expressed on only a subset of tumor cells.

Cytokine-induced killer (CIK) cells are a pop-

ulation of cells derived from human periph-

eral blood or mouse splenocytes after ex vivo

expansion with interferon-g, CD3-specific anti-

body, and interleukin-2 (1, 2). They bear pheno-

typic markers of natural killer (NK) and T cells,

express the receptor natural killer group 2D

(NKG2D), and are not major histocompatibility

complex (MHC)–restricted. Instead, they medi-

ate killing of tumor cells through recognition

of a class of stress-associated ligands ex-

pressed on the tumor cell surface (NKG2D

ligands) (3). CIK cells, therefore, do not rely

on one antigen. They have been shown to

target a variety of tumors and can exert their

cytotoxic effects following systemic delivery

(4). Previous imaging studies in mice showed

that, by 72 hours after intravenous delivery,

CIK cells were localized primarily at the

tumor site (4).

We reasoned that we could further function-

alize the CIK cells by combining them with the

enhanced tumor-killing capabilities of oncolytic

viruses. Oncolytic viruses are replication-selective,

or tropism-modified, viruses that complete a

successful infection cycle only within trans-

formed cells (5). The early success and lessons

learned from first-generation adenovirus-based

vectors, notably ONYX-015 (6), have led to the

development of alternative oncolytic vectors

based on other well-studied viruses, including
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Bone Marrow Transplantation, Stanford University School of
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strains of poxviruses, such as vaccinia virus

(7). Vaccinia, unlike most viruses proposed

for use in virotherapy, has the advantage of

systemic delivery potential and has a long

history of use in humans, both during the

smallpox eradication campaign and also as a

tumor vaccine and oncolytic agent (8). How-

ever, because the virus infects many different

cell types, only a small fraction of the inoc-

ulum of any strain used for virotherapy may

reach the tumor, and this is likely to be fur-

ther reduced in previously vaccinated individ-

uals. Therefore, development of an effective

means of delivering oncolytic viruses to tu-

mor targets is needed. Here, using syngeneic

and xenograft mouse models, we investigate

the efficacy of a clinically relevant dual bio-

therapy that combines immune cell–mediated

systemic delivery with the oncolytic ability of

viruses.

We first determined the replication kinetics

in human CIK cells of selected vaccinia virus

strains and their parental strain (Western Re-

serve, WR). In contrast to the rapid and lytic

replication seen in other cell lines such as the

human lymphoma OCI-ly8 (Fig. 1A), all vac-

cinia strains displayed a two-step growth

curve in CIK cells, with an initial extended

eclipse period of slow replication followed by

a rapid burst of replication 48 to 72 hours after

infection. Poxviruses have been proposed to

spread systemically after initial infection both

as free virus and within infected hemato-

poietic cell populations (secondary viremia)

(9), and these unusual replication kinetics may

be characteristic of such spread. Deletion of the

viral thymidine kinase (TK) gene restricts viral

replication to cells in the G
2
and S phases of

the cell cycle, during which the cells have

elevated, compensatory levels of TK (10, 11),

and to cancer cells, where TK activity is con-

stitutively high (12). TK-deleted vaccinia

replicated both in the CIK cultures, where cell

division was stimulated, and in tumor cells

(Fig. 1A). The vaccinia viral growth factor

(VGF) gene product promotes host cell growth

after secretion from infected cells, by interact-

ing with cellular growth factor receptors (13).

VGF deletions restrict viral replication to cells

with mutations in the Ras/mitogen-activated

protein kinase/extracellular signal–regulated ki-

nase (Ras/MAPK/ERK) pathway (14), offering

additional tumor selectivity, while having a

minimal effect on viral replication in CIK cells,

which do not express growth factor receptors

(Fig. 1A). A high degree of tumor selectivity, in

culture and in vivo, has been demonstrated for a

double-deleted vaccinia virus (vvDD) containing

deletions in both TK and VGF (15). CIK

cultures infected with vvDD produced almost

no virus during the first 48 hours (Fig. 1A and

fig. S1). Infection of human or mouse CIK cells

with vvDD did not affect the expression of

CIK phenotypic markers ECD3 and CD16/

CD56 (human) or DX5 (mouse)^ or NKG2D
levels (fig. S2). In addition, infected CIK

cells did not appear to present vaccinia an-

tigens on their surface and were unaffected in

their ability to produce interferon-g (fig. S2).

These data support the potential of CIK cells

as carrier vehicles to deliver oncolytic vvDD

to tumors.

We next investigated the interactions be-

tween CIK and tumor cells when either was in-

fected with virus. vvDD-infected human CIK

cells were highly effective for destroying human

ovarian tumor cell monolayers in vitro (Fig.

1B), with a burst of cell killing between 72 and

96 hours after treatment. This correlated with

the dispersal of virus from CIK cells onto the

tumor cells instead of the slower cell-to-cell

spread and plaque formation seen with virus

alone (fig. S1B). When infected, CIK cells also

retained their ability to kill the tumor targets

(Fig. 2A).

CIK cells recognize NKG2D ligands on tar-

get cells (3), which are usually up-regulated un-

der conditions of cellular stress, such as those

encountered in the tumor microenvironment or

after viral infection (16). Two of the best char-

acterized NKG2D ligands in humans are MHC

class I polypeptide-related sequences A and B

(MICA and MICB) (17, 18). We found that the

surface expression levels of these proteins in the

tumor cells directly correlated with their sen-

sitivity to CIK cell–mediated killing (fig. S3).

Furthermore, infection of the SKOV-3 cell line

with vvDD virus resulted in an increase in

the percentage of cells expressing MICA or

MICB and increased the sensitivity of this

Fig. 1. Vaccinia virus displays
unusual replication kinetics and
increased cytopathic effect in
human CIK cells. (A) Viral
replication was followed for
different vaccinia strains [WR
(parental strain) (h); WR TK–

(r); WR VGF– (4); vvDD (0)] in
human CIK cells (blue lines)
and OCI-ly8 cells (human lym-
phoma, green lines) after infection at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of
1.0 plaque-forming units (PFUs) per cell (* burst WR relative to vvDD in
CIK; P 0 0.034, t test). (B) Cytopathic effect on UCI-101 human ovarian
cancer cell monolayers was measured in a cell viability assay at 72 and

96 hours after addition of different doses of human CIK cells (4), vvDD
(h), or preinfected CIK cells (0). The replication of vaccinia in CIK is
delayed, and preinfected CIK cells are more tumoricidal than either agent
alone.

Fig. 2. In vitro interactions between human CIK cells, vvDD, and tumor cells. (A) Effects of
preinfection on the cytolytic ability of CIK cells. UCI-101 target human ovarian tumor cells
expressing luciferase were mixed with different numbers of CIK effector cells (ratios of 100:1,
50:1, 20:1, 10:1, and target only; left to right). CIK effector cells were uninfected (none) or
preinfected with vvDD for 24, 48, or 72 hours. Luciferase output was measured as an indication of
target cell survival after 4 hours. (B) Infected tumor cells display increased susceptibility to CIK cell
killing. SKOV-3 target human ovarian tumor cells expressing luciferase, alone or preinfected with
vvDD for 24 hours, were mixed with CIK cells at effector:target ratios of 20:1. In some experiments,
CIK cells were premixed with NKG2D-blocking antibody. Luciferase signal was measured after 8
hours (*P 0 0.0076, t test; error bars, SEM). Infected targets are killed more effectively by CIK
cells; this success appears to be mediated by NKG2D on CIK cells and recognition of its ligands on
the tumor target.
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otherwise resistant tumor cell to CIK-mediated

killing (P 0 0.0076), an effect that was re-

versed by addition of NKG2D-blocking anti-

body (Fig. 2B).

To investigate the in vivo trafficking of pre-

infected CIK cells to tumors and the subsequent

biodistribution of virus, we used noninvasive

optical imaging. Human CIK cells were used in

immunodeficient mice with xenografts of hu-

man ovarian tumors, and murine CIK cells

were used in immunocompetent mice with

murine breast cancers. Although vaccinia

replicates to significantly lower levels in mouse

cells, the immunocompetent models allow the

study of trafficking in the presence of an in-

tact immune system. Luciferase-labeled vvDD

and bioluminescence imaging revealed the

distribution and duration of viral gene ex-

pression (Fig. 3). At 24 hours after injection,

we observed the same pattern of viral gene

expression within the lung, liver, and spleen,

regardless of viral delivery method. However,

the ratios were different. Virus delivered alone

produced signal predominantly in the spleen,

whereas virus within CIK cells produced sig-

nal predominantly in the lungs. Although the

systemic delivery potential of vaccinia to tu-

mors has been described previously (15, 19),

we observed a delay in detectable tumor sig-

nal following intravenous delivery of virus

alone in immunocompetent mice compared

with immunodeficient animals. By compari-

son, the use of preinfected CIK cells to de-

liver virus to the tumor resulted in the same

patterns of viral biodistribution regardless of

immune status or species of CIK origin (Fig.

3, A and B), with very little virus detected in

any organ other than the tumor by 48 hours

after treatment. The two delivery methods

produced equivalent levels of viral gene

expression from the tumor by 3 days after

treatment (Fig. 3, B and C). Signals in the

immunocompetent mice were weaker and

began to decline earlier because of poor

replication in murine cell lines and clearance

by the immune response. Signal from CIK

cell–delivered virus was sustained within the

tumor for longer periods of time compared

with signals for virus alone (Fig. 3C).

Labeling of CIK cells, by conjugation to a

fluorescent dye (Cy5.5) or with luciferase, be-

fore intravenous delivery enabled visualization

of cells at the tumor site (Fig. 3D and fig. S4).

Preinfection with vvDD did not affect the

trafficking of CIK cells to syngeneic or

xenograft tumor models, confirming that the

CIK cells carry the virus to the tumor. When

mice bearing CIK-resistant SKOV-3 tumors

were treated, accumulation of CIK cells was

not observed in the tumor unless they were

infected with vvDD virus (fig. S4), and this

accumulation was found to colocalize to

regions of the tumor where MICA or MICB

had been up-regulated by vvDD infection (fig.

S5). Also, it was found that, whereas vvDD

delivered alone initially infected only tumor

cells surrounding the vasculature, vvDD-

infected CIK cells were capable of carrying the

virus into the tumor mass and away from the

vasculature (fig. S6). This produced more

uniform distribution of viral infection within

the tumor, which would likely contribute to sus-

tained viral gene expression and increased tumor

destruction in vivo.

To investigate the in vivo efficacy of the

combination therapy, we first treated immuno-

deficient mice bearing xenografts of human

ovarian tumor cell lines (Fig. 4A). Mice bearing

established peritoneal tumors were treated with

a single tail vein injection of each therapy. CIK

cells alone were able to extend the median

survival of mice bearing UCI-101 tumors by 8

days but had no effect on mice bearing the CIK-

resistant SKOV-3 tumors. vvDD virus alone

Fig. 3. Efficient trafficking of infected CIK cells to tumors improves delivery of
oncolytic viruses. (A) Mice on the right received vvDD virus encoding
luciferase alone (1 � 107 PFU; denoted V) or on the right in preinfected
CIK cells (1 � 107 cells preinfected with virus at a multiplicity of infection of
1.0, 2 hours before delivery; denoted CV) via tail vein injection on day 0. Mice
were imaged at the times indicated (in days post therapy) using an IVIS200
system (Xenogen Corp., Alameda, CA). nu/nu mice bearing UCI-101
xenograft human ovarian tumors (top) received human CIK cells; BALB/c
immunocompetent mice bearing 4T1 murine mammary tumors (bottom)
received murine CIK cells (arrows point to tumors). (B) At day 3 after treatment,
bioluminescent and fluorescent signals were imaged. Mice were treated as
before, but some received vvDD encoding green fluorescent protein (right
panels), and all were imaged using a spectral unmixing camera (Maestro, CRI

Ltd., Woburn, MA) to detect fluorescent signals and to demonstrate uniform
distribution in tumors after viral delivery in CIK cells and nonuniform
distribution in tumors where virus was given alone. (C) Quantification of
bioluminescence output per tumor is plotted over time as an indication of viral
gene expression for mice treated with vvDD or CIK cells preinfected with vvDD.
Values are averages for three animals per group, error bars are SEM; P 0
0.0079 for nu/nu mice (closed symbols) (day 35) and P 0 0.0089 for BALB/c
mice (open symbols) (day 20) (t test). (D) BALB/c mice bearing 4T1 murine
mammary tumors were treated with murine CIK cells labeled with Cy5.5 dye,
alone or after vvDD preinfection. Fluorescence imaging 72 hours after tail
delivery was performed using an IVIS200 system. CIK-mediated delivery was
more uniform than virus only, and preinfection did not prevent CIK trafficking
to tumors.
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also increased median survival in both mouse

models (by 15 to 16 days), with some animals

(G30%) showing complete responses (Fig. 4A).

In contrast, the combination therapy produced

significantly increased survival compared with

either therapy alone (P G 0.01). Mice bearing

UCI-101 tumors showed a 100% complete re-

sponse rate. The combination therapy also dis-

played a 62% increase in complete responses

against SKOV-3 tumors compared with just the

vvDD vector (P 0 0.0379), despite the fact that

the CIK cells alone had no effect against these

tumors. Plots of the tumor burden in individual

animals (Fig. 4B) indicated that single vvDD or

human CIK cell therapy against sensitive tu-

mors produced an initial response but that the

tumors subsequently relapsed. Mice with com-

plete responses were followed for up to 90 days

with no evidence of tumor relapse or any tox-

icities attributable to the therapy. As the immune

response is a major limitation to the delivery

of viruses to tumors, the same experiment was

repeated in immunocompetent mice bearing

murine breast cancers. Mice bearing breast

adenocarcinoma JC tumors implanted into the

mammary fat pad (tumors 50 to 100 mm3) were

either treated with a single tail vein injection

of preinfected CIK cells or with both CIK

cells and vvDD delivered separately but on

the same day (Fig. 4C). One mouse (of eight)

treated with the individual therapies showed

a complete response, whereas mice treated

with preinfected CIK cells showed a much

higher incidence of complete response (six

out of eight), which demonstrated that pre-

infection is essential for the synergistic

effects of the combined therapy. Similar

results were seen in immunocompetent mice

bearing the highly aggressive 4T1 mammary

tumor cell lines (fig. S7). Although less than

half the U.S. population has been vaccinated

against smallpox, and most vaccinations took

place over 30 years ago, there is evidence

that immunity is long-lasting (20), and this

may limit the effectiveness of this therapy.

However, immunity is measured against

naked virus, and so it is possible that infected

CIK cells, which do not appear to present

viral antigens (fig. S2B), may evade an im-

mune response.

In conclusion, the benefits of exploiting

naturally occurring biological phenomena in the

treatment of disease are well known. Here we

exploit the ability of certain viruses to con-

ceal themselves within hematopoietic cells in

order to take advantage of natural tumor

trafficking of some immune cells to deliver

a virus efficiently to the tumor. Cole et al.

(21) recently reported that T cells targeted to

an artificial antigen could deliver a non-

replicating, retroviral gene therapy vector to

a tumor transformed to express the target

antigen, which demonstrated the use of im-

mune cells to deliver agents to tumor tar-

gets. However, because the therapeutic use

of cells with a specific T cell receptor has

been limited by a lack of suitable tumor

antigens and the ability of many tumors to

inhibit T cell activity (22) and because ret-

roviral gene therapy vectors have been with-

drawn from clinical trials after insertional

mutagenesis led to serious adverse events

(23), the clinical utility of this approach is

unclear. Each of the therapies in the current

report has shown some success in the clinic

(24, 25), and their demonstrated synergy now

offers the potential of a targeted, biological

therapy with systemic delivery, minimal tox-

icities and significant antitumor effects that

could translate directly to the treatment of

patients.
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venous treatment was delivered on day 3 (arrows). Gray shaded area indicates range of tumor burden for the PBS-treated group. (C) Survival curves of
immunocompetent BALB/c mice bearing murine breast cancer JC tumors (implanted into the fat pad, treated when 50 to 100 mm3) after a single intravenous
treatment with PBS alone; both murine CIK cells and vvDD were delivered separately; versus CIK cells preinfected with vvDD. The last-mentioned therapy
significantly increased survival compared with the two therapies delivered separately (P 0 0.0046) and control animals (P G 0.0001) (log rank test).
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